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Need for first aid by 
non-professionalsMinor injuries

Nevertheless...

Find out how anyone can provide first aid in a disaster
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Share with Disaster Victims

Conclusion

✓ Universal paper size (ISO216 A series)
→Easy to share and adjust the scale

✓ Refine the design while conducting strength tests
→Balance simplicity and sturdiness

✓ Make plaster emergency splint with one sheet of cardboard

Used to package 
relief supplies

・Easy to get
・Not bulky
・Light (only 1/10 of plastic)

Especially in times of disaster

Suggestion1

Accordion fold

Box-like design

Experiment

Simplified
box-like design

Polygonal design

Strength test
1.Set a splint on the 
arm model
2.Keep upper arm 
vertical
3.Pour water into a 
bucket at the tip of 
forearm
→Record limit load

Result

Simulation
finite element method
(simplify the shape by 
breaking it down into
small meshes)
→Check stress and strain
→Avoid concentration 

The number 
of steps 
reduced by 
72%

Limit load
10 times 
compared to 
the original

Simplify the outline
→Reduce steps

Reduce unevenness
Increase utilization rate

②Why Cardboard?

✓Simple
✗No resistance
   to bending

③Balance Two Benefits

Sim
plicity and Sturdiness

Simplicity → For easy production
Sturdiness → Keep injuries at rest

①Possible use
・Fractures and sprains
・Until medical functions recover

Previous measures

Suggestion2

・Stockpile medical supplies 
in each local government

・Cost
・Over- or under-supply

・Braces with 
umbrellas or magazines 

・Inexperience

・Insecure 　　
fastening

Three-dimensional Structure from Cardboard

・Simple drawing with only straight lines
・Universal paper size
　　・No special emergency store
　　・Adjust the scale
　・Share on SNS

・Optimize the design using programing
・Have people actually use it & Ask a doctor for advice
→・Play a sufficient role as a medical device
　・Improve sanitation
　・Make it more comfortable


